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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 

 

Recommendations: 

 

1. Introduce trading accounts for the service and quarterly performance measurement. 

2. Ring-fence £27K p.a. from revenue for promotion and business development 

3. Hold rents at the existing level until occupancy has been improved 

4. Resource the markets service within Regeneration and Housing 

5. Seek RDA support for a Trader Support Package with Furness Enterprise and CREA 

6. Seek to partner “Made in Cumbria” on new, seasonal, tourist markets. 

7. Develop food as the core offer within the Market Halls 

8. Encourage a “Markets Champion” from amongst elected members. 

9. Focus management efforts on improving the Market Halls 

 

Review findings: 

 

1. Service income and costs are both flatlining at c.£270,000 and c.£220,00 p.a. 

2. Service trading surplus is c.£49,000 p.a. before asset and central support charges  

3. Performance is better than the national markets trend, but still inadequate 

4. The service is under-resourced, with insufficient autonomy 

5. Inflationary cost pressure threatens the modest trading surplus 

6. Efforts should be directed at increasing the revenue base. 

7. Potential exists to stage new, seasonal tourism-based markets. 

8. Staff resources are marginal and could not develop the new markets 

9. Discussions on inter-authority cost-sharing and with operators have little potential 

10. Wholesale outsourcing is not viable 

11. Markets are important to social-inclusion and economic development 

12. Partnering with the PCT and Kendal College has potential 

13. Markets can promote green, sustainable development   

 



 

 

 

 

A. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

We have pleasure in presenting our Financial Review and Business Plan for the South 

Lakeland District Council Markets Service.  

 

Quarterbridge Project Management Ltd was commissioned by South Lakeland District 

Council to undertake a business review of it’s in-house markets service and to present  

options and recommendations for it’s future management as part of a 5-year Business 

Plan. An executive summary of our findings and recommendations is included at the 

front of this document.  
 

 

The scope of the works was to review the operation of the SLDC markets staged  

 

• Kendal Indoor Market Hall 

• Ulverston Indoor Market Hall 

• Kendal Street Market 

• Ulverston Street Market 

• Kirkby Lonsdale Street Market 

• Ambleside Street Market 

 

We wish to express our thanks to the Council Officers and Market traders who have 

assisted us with this work, and of course to the Council for this valued instruction. We 

hope you find the research findings to be informative and accurate and our 

recommendations to be equally helpful. 

 

Jonathan Owen – Director 

Quarterbridge Project Management Limited 

Buckingham  

April 2008 

 

  



  

B. THE BRIEF 

 

b.1 The Market Halls are owned freehold by the Council and the service business is to 

rent stalls to “permanent” traders within it’s Market Halls and pitches on it’s Street 

(i.e.”Open”) markets to “casual” traders The service is directly-managed and delivered 

by employees of the Council. 

 

b.2 The objectives of the review were set as: 

“A detailed management plan to improve the service managed ‘in house’ 

and…recommendations on opportunities for other parties to manage the service”          

 

b.3 The required outcomes were: 

 

1. A five-year Market Strategy and Plan. 
 
 
2. A Business Plan for future SLDC operational management and staffing and 

costs. This will include a service development strategy, performance 
management framework and clear links with the council’s priorities. 

 
 
3. A financial review to show: 
 

• Analysis of current and future expenditure 
• Identification of any potential new revenue streams 
• Maximising existing revenue streams 

 
4. Revision of the existing Market Regulation Handbook 
 
 
5. Preparation of benchmarking…and performance indicators, linked to other 

comparative authorities and to existing NABMA benchmarking 
 
 
6. Clear and defined management responsibilities and management framework 
 
 
7. Recommendations and conclusions for the most appropriate management and 

ownership of the markets to enable markets to deliver the greatest benefits to 
the traders and the community: 

 
 
8. Recommendations for the best future management and operation of the market 

service, either of the service as a whole or broken into workable segments. 
This could be ‘in house’ or suitable and appropriate external organisations. 

 



  

 

C. THE WORKPLAN 

 

c.1 Quarterbridge Business Plans are based upon detailed analysis of the existing business 

operation matched to reasoned recommendations based upon established business 

planning principles employed by private sector retail landlords. The priority of any 

Business Plan is the financial review as this is the primary means to identify the 

strengths and weaknesses of the business and determine where most effort needs to be 

expended. The resulting recommendations are made based upon Quarterbridge 

national experience of “Best Practice” employed by similar market operations and 

developing trends within the markets industry. 

 

c.2 Firstly, we inspected the SLDC markets on trading and non-trading days and 

consulted with Council Officers and traders both individually and collectively to 

understand how the individual markets operate and why they are popular with traders. 

We then issued detailed legal and financial “information required” lists to ensure due 

diligence and conducted face-to-face interviews with Officers. Wherever possible we 

cross-checked our findings as matters progressed, but in general we relied upon the 

accuracy and completeness of those responses. 

 

c.3 Secondly, we undertook a detailed financial review of the markets service operation 

by analysis of the Councils published accounts and discussion with finance Officers. 

We deduced a preliminary set of trading accounts to identify trends in financial 

performance and to determine it’s accounting treatment. We then illustrated our 

findings with graphs and presented reasoned recommendations. 

 

c.4 Finally, we inspected the physical infrastructure of the markets to identify dimensions, 

physical condition, suitability for purpose and outstanding wants of repair. We 

considered the appearance of the public realm as affected by the markets and observed 

operational methods and useage patterns to identify Shopper footfall and any physical 

constraints that affect the operation of the markets. We reviewed the User-mix and the 

number of stalls and their locations to identify any trades which are under-represented 

and whether their relocation or an increase in their numbers would improve the 

“balance of trades” and increase popularity of the venue with shoppers.  



  

 

D. NATIONAL TRENDS AND CHALLENGES FOR THE MARKETS INDUSTRY 

 

d.1 Regrettably the national picture in the markets industry is under-performance by 

Council-run markets - partly because their “businesses” are insufficiently capitalised 

and partly because their management is unskilled at exploiting the opportunities. 

Councils do not apply the same business strategies employed by their retail 

competition, and this - combined with so-called “retail consolidation” into the big four 

supermarket chains - is evidenced as declining viability.  Quarterbridge experience 

confirms a nationwide pattern of declining viability amongst traditional retail Markets, 

despite their often occupying prime town centre sites. Falling occupancy results in 

falling revenue, so keeping costs static is not the solution. In the face of increasing 

competition it is unrealistic to expect any market to improve it’s performance unless 

there is a cultural change from service delivery to promoting a so-called “Business 

Case”.   

 

d.2 Decreasing viability is not a single-cause problem. Many traders have still not adopted 

the most basic of modern retailing techniques e.g. EFT (Electronic Funds Transfer - 

accepting credit and debit cards), and are lamentably poor at promoting or reinvesting 

in their own business. They mistakenly consider the market management’s 

promotional efforts sufficient to promote their business, and unlike their mainstream 

competitors they generally lack formal training in business planning and product 

presentation.  

 

Market traders are generally skilled, self-reliant and intensely-independent but they are 

also too often an undercapitalised sole proprietorship (sometimes not even VAT-

registered) competing in arguably the most dynamic and competitive sector of the 

economy. There is little room for sentiment in retailing and the traders failure to “lift 

their game” to increase their sales turnover and profitability means stagnant rents and 

increasing voids (empty stalls).  

 

The outlook is poor for traders who do not possess skills that enable them to add value 

at the point of sale rather than merely buying-in and selling-on processed goods at a 

marked-up price.  

 



  

Such skills are a characteristic of food traders (butchers, bakers, fishmongers etc) who 

are better placed to maintain their competitive advantage against supermarket 

competition despite generally poorer trading facilities and no “free” customer 

carparking. By contrast the problems for non-food traders are becoming particularly 

acute as it becomes increasingly difficult to buy-in stock from a shrinking wholesale 

industry that has been bypassed by supermarket chains expanding into direct 

relationships with producers. Quite simply they cannot compete with such loss-leaders 

as “Three T-shirts for £10”. They cannot buy-in that cheaply from a wholesaler.    

 

In the face of such competition traders need to take stock of their business model and 

identify how they can source stock, add value and maintain their margins. Because 

they lack formal business training they are often poor at doing so but it is in the 

Councils long-term interest to introduce bodies that can help them acquire such skills. 

 

d.3 A particular difficulty for any Market Authority is that operating a profit-driven 

Business Plan requires entrepreneurial skills and a high level of management 

autonomy. The aggressive techniques employed by the competition must be acquired 

and an organisation created that fosters this ethos. To compete effectively the 

management needs to be treated as a cost and profit centre - rather like a branch of a 

superstore - with a level of autonomy and devolved responsibility that does not fit 

easily within a Council’s regulatory framework. It breaks with tradition employ such 

techniques but the commercial reality is that viability will continue to fall unless they 

are used.  

 

d.4 Outdated management is generally mirrored in outdated financial policy.  A 

supermarket group would typically reinvest 5% -10% of its trading profits in business 

development to retain the “shoppers pound” but the markets industry never keeps 

pace. Councils still tend to regard their markets as a secure revenue stream for their 

general fund and have not realised that the days of waiting lists for stalls are long 

gone. They are not adopting the business development techniques of their competitors 

and are failing to invest in Product, Premises, People and Promotion.  
 

Reinvestment has enabled the phenomenon of retail consolidation and enabled the 

“big four” – Tesco, Sainsbury, Asda/Walmart and Morrisons/Safeway - to secure 

c.80% of the UK’s groceries and household goods sector. In recent years this has been 

compounded by massive investment by Primark, Matalan, Aldi and Wilkinsons etc 



  

and it is no coincidence that the opening of a new superstore is often accompanied by 

the failure of the local Market Hall some 2 or 3 years later. Now that the groceries and 

household goods sector has been effectively captured the supermarkets’ need to 

maintain profits has meant a switch into the non-food sector, particularly budget 

fashion (e.g. George at Asda). This is impacting on a traditional mainstay of any 

market and placing non-food traders under intense pressure.  
 

d.5 The contrast between the business model of markets and their multiple competitors is 

therefore stark. Most markets do not have a Business Plan let alone the Performance 

Measurement and Key Performance Indicators so beloved of multiples. There is little 

if any effort to offer retail training to the staff and most are run on a shoestring level of 

staffing.  

 

Few have footfall counters on their entrance doors and most do not offer any sort of IT 

infrastructure for traders or staff. Many are open only part of the week and are closed 

for half-days and Sundays (the second most important shopping day of the week) and 

their traders are equally reluctant to embrace such non-traditional ideas. It is 

remarkable to meet a trader who has their own business plan and even more so to meet 

one who has embraced the retail IT revolution and now sells as much off the internet 

as he does through the “shopfront” of his stall. Market owners and traders both need to 

embrace change and learn from the competition. 

 

d.6 Finally, when considering opportunities it is important to understand the difference 

between market hall and open market traders. The two types are “Chalk and Cheese” 

and there is often little love lost between them. The former have substantial fixed 

overheads whilst the latter have few. Open market traders have been quicker to adapt 

to the competition than traders indoors because their lower overheads and mobility 

enable them to follow the footfall. During a busy summer week an open market trader 

might take Monday to go buying, stand Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday on a street 

market, stand Friday and Saturday at the County Show and still find the energy to 

stand Sunday at a carboot sale. He can in effect follow the demand, unlike a Market 

Hall trader. A new, well-placed street market will be quickly populated by open 

market traders so most opportunities to improve the revenue line of a mixed portfolio 

like SLDC – market halls plus open markets - will be found amongst  open markets. 

 



  

d.7 The good news for the SLDC markets service is that we found it to be performing 

better than the national norm - but still not well enough to secure a sustainable future. 

It’s relatively modest revenue base places it at risk from inflationary cost pressures 

and although the management and staff co-operate to run it in a remarkably efficient 

manner it is less then prudent to rely upon goodwill rather than resources in the 

future.  In the following section we have suggested ways to improve viability by 

developing the revenue side of the business.  

 



E. FINANCIAL REVIEW:  
 

“A financial review to show: Analysis of current and future expenditure, identification 

of any potential new revenue streams and maximising existing revenue streams” 
 

e.1 The objective of any market business plan must be to create a sustainable business 

model that delivers a reasonable return to it’s owners but retains funds for business 

development. To do so it needs to match demand from it’s customers (the traders) 

with a supply of products (stalls) whilst setting it’s charges (tolls) as high as possible 

and forcing down operational costs to make it’s trading surplus (profits before tax) as 

large as possible. Marginal pricing theory says that the ideal balance would be to have 

100% occupancy of stalls, with one person on the waiting list.  

  

Typically a markets business will achieve this by focussing on:  

 

• Direct promotion and marketing to new traders 

• Improving the trading facilities to retain existing traders 

• Improving the balance of trades and user-mix for the benefit of all traders 

• Pursuing cost-saving measures to maximise surpluses 

• Creating “destination” events and attractions on trading and non-trading days. 

• An ongoing campaign to maintain “awareness” amongst shoppers 

 

e.2 To determine the current position we undertook a detailed analysis of the published 

accounts of SLDC to deduce a set of trading accounts for the markets service – see 

table. These form the basis of our recommendations and are a fundamental 

measurement of the managements effectiveness. They are currently not prepared for 

the markets service but should be as a matter of course. 

 

We considered the trading accounts on the same basis as a private sector operator 

would if the market were offered out for a management contract. A private operator 

would chiefly be interested in the gross trading profits excluding transfers i.e. income 

less expenditure. The asset charges and central administration charges applied to the 

budget would not be relevant as they are in effect the method by which the Council 

transfers trading profits back to the general fund for distribution to other departments. 

  

 

 



 

 

Instead a private operator would be looking to maximise the gross trading surplus and 

deduct financing charges and corporation tax before deciding how much of the 

balance to retain for reinvestment in a promotional budget etc. and what proportion to 

distribute as profits. To him the gross trading surplus before transfers and asset 

charges is the key indicator of profitability. 

 

This accounting approach emphasizes the fundamental difference between a Council-

run and privately-run market and is central to any sustainable Business Plan. In 

common with most Councils SLDC does not treat the markets service as a standalone 

“business case” but operates it as a revenue-generator for other departments. Although 

it is competing with the private sector to attract customers i.e. traders we have not 

identified any strategy to reinvest a proportion of the trading surplus to develop the 

businesses and maintain it’s competitive advantage because “ring-fencing” of receipts 

is contrary to Council policy. 



 

 

 

SOUTH LAKELAND DC MARKETS SERVICE     
SUMMARY ACCOUNTS 2003/04 - 2007/08     
ALL MARKETS      
      
NB; All figs.exclude VAT      
Deduced from SLDC published accounts     (Projected to
Ref.SummaryAcsALLMARKETS     year end) 

 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 
INCOME      
      
Stall rents received £262,895 £255,660 £266,296 £270,971 £263,240
Cost recoveries (electricity etc) £9,704 £9,299 £8,522 £8,592 £8,870
      

Total: £272,599 £264,959 £274,818 £279,563 £272,110
      
COSTS      
      
Employee-related expenditure £54,496 £72,375 £83,903 £84,332 £98,400
      
Premises-related expenditure £123,890 £112,020 £122,997 £104,789 £94,440
      
Transport-related expenditure £4,038 £3,996 £4,235 £2,505 £2,670
      
Supplies & services-related expenditure £36,428 £4,649 £10,741 £5,545 £27,110
      

Total: £218,852 £193,040 £221,876 £197,171 £222,620
      
TRANSFERS TO GENERAL FUND:      
      
Capital asset charges £11,201 £10,806 £18,384 £2,020 £2,020
      
Employee & departmental recharges £34,658 £38,617 £34,013 £35,440 £32,910
      

Total: £45,859 £49,423 £52,397 £37,460 £34,930
      
Total costs including transfers £264,711 £242,463 £274,273 £234,631 £257,550
      
TRADING SURPLUS exc. transfers £53,747 £71,919 £52,942 £82,392 £49,490
(income less expenditure)      
      

 

 

e.4 This table shows the combined financial results for all venues i.e the 6 Markets, 

indoors and outdoors, over a 5-year basis. Costs and income cannot be derived on a 

site by site basis and although this might be desirable the quantum is relatively modest 

so is not essential in this instance. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL MARKETS: INCOME V. COSTS & RETAINED SURPLUS
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e.5 SLDC's published accounts confirm that the service consistently makes a modest 

surplus (i.e. trading profit before interest and tax if this were a private company) and is 

projected to make a surplus of £49,500 for 2007/08. Income over the last 4 years 

(Green) has remained flat at c.£270,000 per annum and operational costs excluding 

transfers (Blue) have remained similarly flat at c. £210,000 per annum. From 

experience elsewhere we see a national trend of market income falling by 4% - 5% per 

annum as a result of lower occupancy levels, matched to increases in operational costs 

of the same amount. To that extent the SLDC service appears to be bucking the 

national trend but this could easily be reduced by inflationary cost pressures. At 

present the operational costs are under control but efforts need to be made to increase 

the revenue line in anticipation. We then considered the Markets service contributions 

to the general fund: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL MARKETS: TRADING SURPLUS V. TRANSFER TO GENERAL FUND
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e.6 As is common practice the trading surpluses are stripped-out of the service and 

remitted back to the general fund by way of capital asset charges plus employee and 

departmental recharges. These contributions are then reapplied to fund other 

departmental budgets and are currently running at c.£40,000 per annum. The transfers 

(Red) are adjusted to track just below the trading surplus (Black) which is of course 

good practice, but regrettably not always followed by Market authorities. We endorse 

the treatment of the service in the accounts.  

 

The Council will this year receive a contribution of c.£35,000 to the general fund from 

the Markets service but this does not take into account the arguably greater non-

financial benefits of social provision to the local community and making low-cost 

premises available for small independent businesses. The importance of these issues is 

discussed elsewhere. We then analysed the individual cost centres for the Markets 

service: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL MARKETS: INDIVIDUAL COST CENTRES
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e.7 Normally we would expect to see the cost of employees as the highest single cost 

centre but this has only recently become the case for historical reasons. The fixed 

premises costs are now under control so the thrust must be to restrict increases in 

employee costs - or if they are to increase then to more than offset them by increasing 

the revenue line.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

e.8 From the above it is apparent the fundamental challenge to the markets service is not 

one of controlling costs but of boosting the revenue line and retaining working capital 

for business development. Increasing revenue can be achieved by three means: 

 

• Increasing occupancy i.e. attracting more traders onto the market: 

 

A common comment from traders is they are “hanging-on, - waiting for something to 

happen” and there is undoubtedly an industry-wide problem of attracting and 

retaining so-called traders onto markets. Fewer start-ups businesses are entering than 

are leaving the industry and there is trading competition is intensifying for those who 

remain. This suggests that efforts need to be directed at attracting traders currently 

standing on competing venues e.g. Barrow-in-Furness, Lancaster or Penrith and 

encouraging more attendance from business start-ups.  

 

• Increasing the rents:   

 

We have reviewed the rents (“tolls”) charged to traders and they are, broadly-

speaking, comparable to similar venues on the “circuit” of markets in the region. 

There is little if any reversionary potential as confirmed by a number of vacant stalls. 

Raising rents before any improvements are implemented would send out the wrong 

signals to existing traders or those considering standing. Traders will (reluctantly) 

admit that rents are not their main concern (unlike footfall) and less-established 

businesses might migrate elsewhere. Only once demand for stalls has been created 

should anything apart from an RPI increase be implemented.  

 

• Introducing new revenue lines:   

 

 We have considered SLDC exercising it’s so-called “Market Rights” as Market 

Authority to secure a licence fee income from the periodic Farmers markets staged in 

Kendal, but such venues do not generate significant amounts of revenue for 

distribution. Nor have we been able to identify any other significant sources of regular 

licence income e.g. large, private Sunday carboot sales that could be derived by 

application of the Market Rights. 



However we do believe there is an unsatisfied demand from open market traders for 

additional summer-season markets at popular tourist and holidaymaker locations such 

as Windermere, Coniston, Grange-over-Sands, Grasmere and Bowness. Extending the 

number of trading days at existing locations is not favoured by traders but trader 

demand is likely to be high for seasonal self-erect Markets at tourist attractions as per 

Keswick market which is operated by Groupe Geraud. We believe this represents the 

best opportunity to boost the income side of the trading accounts. 

 
 

e.9 Finally, as owners of the market “business” the Council would be well-advised to 

remember that it’s customers are the market traders, not the shopping public. The 

natural focus for any Council is to deliver a quality service to it’s residents, not 

necessarily to the traders who create the revenue. Failure to reinvest in trading and 

welfare etc facilities will discourage open market traders who owe no more loyalty to 

the market than the size of last weeks takings. Management must focus on retaining 

existing traders and attracting new traders from other venues – a philosophy which 

underpins all the recommendations of this report.  
 

 

e.10 To summarise:  

 

From analysis of the accounts and operational systems we have not identified 

opportunities for significant cost savings but have identified an opportunity to improve 

the revenue side of the balance sheet from seasonal markets. Although operational 

costs are under control. the service will remain under threat from inflationary cost 

increases until the revenue line is improved. 

 

Currently there are no trading accounts for the markets service and there are no 

management systems in place to measure performance. These are fundamental 

measures of management effectiveness and should be introduced.  

 

There is no policy of ring-fencing a proportion of trading surpluses to fund the 

business development. All trading surpluses are transferred back to the general fund 

and the business is starved of capital investment in Product, Premises, People and 

Promotion. The capital injection needed to develop the new, seasonal markets is not 

readily available as there is no business development fund. This policy needs to be 

adjusted if the business is to have a sustainable future. 



F. FINANCIAL STRATEGY 

 

f.1 If the markets service were operated by a private company it’s assets would be made 

to “sweat harder” by the well-established principles of: 

 

• Increasing sales i.e letting more stalls 

• Higher sales prices i.e. increasing rents 

• Reducing costs e.g. multi-tasking, rating appeals and part-time working 

• Downsizing i.e. closing loss-making Markets and reusing resources 

• Business Development e.g. developing new revenue lines 

• Reinvestment of trading profits into promotion and development 

 

f.2 We recognise the Council does not have the same access to risk capital as the private 

sector and is inherently risk-averse so assuming it remains in public ownership the 

easy option to improve trading surpluses i.e. would be to increase stall tolls. In the 

face of increasing competition from supermarkets and decreasing profit margins we 

believe this would send out the wrong message to Traders. It is not unreasonable for 

them to expect the Council to first suffer some pain of it’s own by trying to develop 

the business at it’s own risk before calling on them to do the same.  

 

 Our recommendation is to hold stall rents at their existing level, subject only to a RPI-

indexed increases whilst the Business Plan is implemented.    

 

f.3 In the face of increasing competition for the Shoppers pound it is unrealistic to expect 

the markets service to improve performance unless there is a cultural change from one 

of service delivery to promoting it’s “Business case”. The first hurdle to overcome is 

that of reinvestment.   

 

The re-application of trading surpluses is a political decision because it is done at the 

expense of transfers that support other budgets. However the commercial reality is that 

unless reinvestment in product development, premises, people and promotion is made 

then viability will decline over time and contributions to the general fund will fall. We 

have been unable to identify any significant new capital investment in the service in 

recent years nor any structured proposal to do so in the future. From observation the 

management is under-resourced and under-skilled e.g. there is virtually no devolved 

financial control or even access to IT and fax facilities.  



f.4 By contrast a supermarket group would typically reinvest 5% - 10% of its gross sales 

in business development. South Lakeland is no different to most local authorities in 

reinvesting inadequate funds and although SLDC’s markets are still viable and enjoy a 

remarkable level of customer loyalty this is from an increasingly-ageing shopper-base. 

The last few years have seen a flatline in sales and costs and this years trading surplus 

of c.£35,000 on sales turnover of £272,000 represents a 13% return. As a percentage 

that may be acceptable at present, but it shows every prospect of decreasing over 

coming years. A business that does not develop to match the expectations of it’s 

customers will fail if the competition continues to accelerate away from it.  

 

 Our recommendation is that retained surpluses should be set at say 10% p.a. of the 

sales turnover (i.e. £27,000 p.a.) as a retained development fund to be applied to  

business development and promotion budget. 

 

f.5 The second problem to overcome is equally sensitive – devolved responsibility. To 

retain the “shoppers pound” the management needs the level of retail skills that would 

be given to a supermarket manager. SLDC is in effect the owner of several 

concessioned-out supermarkets but we have not been able to identify any structured 

efforts at staff training and development beyond the usual Health & Safety etc 

induction offered to all Council staff.  The service needs to be led by retail-trained 

management with the autonomy to implement proposals without inter-departmental 

consensus. The management must be trained to shoulder the responsibility and be 

judged on results derived from the PM techniques described elsewhere. 

 

 We recommend a structured staff training programme is introduced to enable them to 

assume responsibility for operational budgetary control and promotion. This should 

be matched to the provision of IT infrastructure on site  – PC, fax etc. 

 

f.6 The third problem to overcome is decreasing viability. As described before, this is not 

a single-cause problem and much of the problem rests with traders reluctance to put 

their own house in order. Many traders on SLDC markets have still not adopted the 

most basic of modern retailing techniques and business planning.  
 

To increase demand for it’s own product - market stalls - the Council management 

needs to stimulate demand from it’s customers which in turn means stimulating 

existing businesses and encouraging new business start-ups. If the Council takes the 



lead in doing this it will not be done for entirely altruistic reasons, but experience 

suggests this has to be a Council-led initiative and best be achieved in partnership. 

 

We note that various sources of SLDC business support are already in place, but 

traders are notoriously slow to take up these offers. We suggest a properly-structured 

Trader Support Package is developed in conjunction with the Regional Development 

Agency, Cumbria County Council, Furness Enterprise and CREA to introduce traders 

to new skills that enable them to maintain their profit margins e.g effective product 

sourcing, product handling and business administration.  

 

Elsewhere we have secured match-funding via the Local Enterprise Growth Initiative 

channelled through the regional development agencies. This is being used to draw in 

“guest lecturers” on topics such as business planning, raising external capital and 

incorporation and we suggest this is pursued by SLDC. Management should be given 

resources to offer concessionary nursery stalls to external agencies e.g. Princes Trust 

and Young Enterprise and develop a Business Nursery Programme. Joined-up 

thinking is necessary within the Council to develop partnerships with external bodies.  

 

We recommend SLDC instigates a dialogue with the Regional Development Agency, 

Enterprise Trust and Business Link etc to deliver a Trader Support package and 

encourage established businesses to grow and small businesses to establish 

themselves on the market.  

 

f.7 We also considered which Council directorate can administer the Markets service 

most effectively. Our experience confirms markets best sit within the regeneration 

directorate which is best placed to help the service access external business support 

agencies e.g. the Northwest Development Agency and government-backed support 

schemes they administer. Regeneration cuts across many of the departmental 

restrictions that can hinder development of a markets service so is best placed to 

promote non-financial opportunities as described later – social-provision and 

partnering with the PCT etc. Experience suggests departmental boundaries fetter the 

joined-up thinking necessary to regenerate a markets service.  

 

We recommend the markets service sits within the Regeneration and Housing 

directorate. It must be sufficiently well-resourced to both manage and deliver the 

service improvements outlined in this document. 



 

f.8 A lack of joined-up thinking is often compounded by the lack of a Markets Champion 

amongst Councillors, prepared to act as a focus and promote the Markets’ case. 

Experience suggests that development initiatives led by market management get 

bogged-down in inter-departmental wrangling unless a champion can exert influence 

and drive matters forward. 

 

For instance there is usually the need to champion the interests of markets when new 

developments affect carparking revenue. If a new Tourist market is proposed on a 

SLDC carpark it will create additional stall revenue, but at the expense of income 

from the carparking it displaces. On the face of it the loss of parking revenue is a 

problem, but someone has to point out the indirect benefits of developing the local 

economy. A Champion can secure a positive contribution from the architects, planners 

and highways engineers to provide for the new market and parking for traders vans. 

Tourists will still find somewhere else to park before spending their money at a stall. 

 

We recommend a political champion is sought from amongst elected members who 

can see the bigger picture and drive forward development of the market business. 

 

f.9 Kendal and Ulverston Market halls already offer a limited (but good quality) fresh 

food offer and for the reasons mentioned before we believe fresh food offers the best 

opportunities to retain competitive advantage. Priority should be given to developing 

the fresh food as the core offer to maintain viability.  

 

This does not mean that non-food lines should be overlooked. Non-food trades can 

successfully create value-added e.g. by buying-in old clothes, altering them and selling 

them on as “clubwear,” but prospects are limited for unimaginative traders who 

simply buy-in from a wholesaler then add a mark-up. They should be encouraged to 

acquire those skills or develop ways to buy-in more imaginatively i.e. secure product 

lines which the competition is not (yet) stocking and diversify into internet-based sales 

that use their stall as a “shopfront”.  In the appendix we have suggested a range of 

selection criteria management should apply when considering new traders. 
 

 We recommend priority is given to developing Fresh food as the core offer 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

f.10 We conducted a preliminary survey of the User-mix survey across all the markets and 

believe the balance of trades could be improved to reinforce their attraction as 

recreational “destination” venues for tourists as well as their existing shoppers. 

Increased variety will increase comparison-shopping footfall to the benefit of all 

traders. In the appendix we have suggested a comprehensive listing of lines we would 

wish to see represented in both the Market Halls and on the Open markets. 

Management should constantly review it’s user-mix to identify under-represented 

lines and seek them out to attract them onto the market. If this involves “poaching” 

them from competing venues then so be it, but as mentioned elsewhere there is little 

room for sentiment in running a business. 

 

 It demands much from a manager who has to select the “right” trader for an empty 

stall and it exposes him to criticism if he agrees a time-limited concession to secure a 

difficult-to-find user. To support his efforts any manager does need policy guidance so 

we have drafted a management policy statement as an appendix.  

 

 We recommend the management analyses the user-mix in detail and takes positive 

action to attract non-represented lines onto the markets and create greater variety of 

offer. If necessary the management should be authorised to offer time-limited 

concessionary terms to attract difficult-to-secure uses. A management policy statement 

should be developed to support that policy.  

 

f.11 Finally, we understand that a Masterplan for improvements to Ulverston Market Hall 

was prepared some three years ago in conjunction with the Market Towns Initiative. 

We understand this was to improve access and similar enhancements to the frontage of 

the building.  

It was outside our brief to consider this but we recommend this aspect is revisited to 

determine if there is any scope for improvements under the Council’s capital 

improvement programme. 



G.  NON-FINANCIAL STRATEGIES: REGENERATION AND SUPPORT 

 
 

g.1 In the face of the declining viability of independent retailing and the markets industry 

one school of thought says “Let market forces prevail…” and allow consumers to rely 

upon multiple retailers for all their shopping needs. However this ignores the impact 

of social-exclusion upon those sectors of the community that rely upon Markets – the 

elderly, low-waged and those without access to a car. Today they form the “core 

shoppers” of markets because they rely upon the value for money that markets 

represent. The closure of markets reduces their quality of life by reducing their range 

of choices and removes the important market role as a place for social interaction. 

This effect was recently highlighted in research undertaken by the Joseph Rowntree 

Foundation.   

 

g.2 Social-provision must be a central consideration for any Council when considering the 

future of it’s markets service but allowing it’s decline also represents a lost 

regeneration opportunity. Recent research by the National Retail Planning Board and 

the New Economics Foundation confirms the self-evident fact that markets generate a 

far higher density of employment than the self-serve aisles of a supermarket. They 

recycle money directly into the local economy and multiply it’s benefits through so-

called Keynesian multipliers rather than remitting it to remote shareholders which is 

very relevant to initiatives to stimulate the local economy through “enablement”  

 

g.3 Revitalised markets are increasingly used as a catalyst to stimulate private investment 

and bring a depth and variety to multiple-dominated High Streets as encouraged by 

PPS6. Quarterbridge has direct experience of the beneficial effects from work in the 

East End of London where revitalised markets are being used to great effect to 

stimulate the economy of run-down areas. This is a central plank of the London-wide 

Markets Initiative of the GLA and Mayor of London. In the case of SLDC there is 

nothing like the levels of deprivation seen in the East End but the boost a market gives 

to the tourism industry and it’s supplier base should not be underestimated.  

 

 We would strongly support partnering initiatives with the likes of Furness Enterprise, 

CREA (the Cumbria Rural Enterprise Agency) and the NWDA to promote the use of 

SLDC markets as incubator units. Market halls need not contain just retailers – they 

can accommodate Enterprise Hubs for service-based start-ups as well. 



 
 

 

g.4 We estimate that for every business standing on a market there are two local 

livelihoods directly reliant upon it and a further 1.5 livelihoods within the regional 

supply chain supported by it.  

 

The Council should consider the social-inclusion and regeneration benefits of it’s the 

markets when considering future strategy. 
 

g.5 Markets can be used as a highly cost-effective way to deliver a Healthy Eating 

Initiative in conjunction with a local Primary Care Trust. This is under development as 

part of the Food Strategy for Greater London and in some areas has evolved into a 

Community Markets Initiative to deliver low-cost fresh produce to areas of 

deprivation. NHS trusts and Education Authorities are developing Healthy Eating 

Initiatives at primary and middle school level to show how fresh, local market produce 

can help combat childhood obesity  

 

g.6 Finally, many Councils are now adopting imaginative policies to promote a green 

agenda and use their markets to promote sustainable development. Markets are 

inherently greener than supermarkets because of their shorter supply chains and 

reduced packaging.   
 

g.7 A market can also offer the opportunity for vocational training partnerships with 

secondary education e.g. Kendal College. Markets create opportunities for students to 

gain hands-on experience whilst in vocational training and a real time opportunity to 

demonstrate their skills or learn business management. It has always been 

commonplace to offer a Charity Stall but more areas for co-operation exist.  

 

We recommend the Council enter into a dialogue with the local Primary Care Trust 

and Kendal College to form strategic partnerships that attract positive publicity and 

(hopefully) support from external agencies. 



 

H. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND KPI’s 

 

 

h.1 The most fundamental problem for the service prior to applying any benchmarking 

and performance indicators is it’s accounting treatment. The service does not have it’s 

own set of trading accounts against which performance can be monitored so for our 

financial review we had to deduced a set of trading accounts from the Councils 

published accounts to ascertain current performance and devise strategies to improve 

performance. 

 

We recommend a set of trading accounts be maintained for the Markets Service to 

enable performance to be monitored year-on-year.   

 

h.2 When we started our review only income was recorded on a site-by-site basis, but not 

costs. We attempted to analayse individual site performance but this was not possible. 

We suggest a simple-to administer method of apportioning operational costs across the 

various venues is adopted which could be on a fixed percentage basis. Absolute 

accuracy is not essential because the overall performance of the service as a whole is 

the true measure. An element of cross-subsidy between venues i.e. Kendal market hall 

“propping-up” Kendal open market is an acceptable pattern so definitive 

apportionment of overheads is in many ways unnecessary.  An approximation is useful 

if it is decided to keep a site operating for other reasons e.g. social provision as part of 

a Community Markets Initiative, when an assessment has to be made of how much 

that social provision is costing the Council.  

 

We recommend year-on-year Performance Measurement Indices are worked-up from 

the examples given in the appendix. 
 

h.3 Regrettably, meaningful national statistics or benchmarks are not available to compare 

the performance of South Lakeland DC Markets service relative to other authorities. 

NABMA (The National Association of British Markets Authorities) does prepare and 

publish benchmark guidelines but we have serious doubts as to their accuracy and 

applicability. They are derived from sets of data that many Markets services find 

difficult to collate and input. The benchmarking guidelines are derived from a wide 

range of Markets services ranging from relatively-small rural services like SLDC to  



 

major conurbations like Leeds or Bradford. We consider them to be overly complex 

and the data of dubious quality so we do not recommend them. From our national 

experience we have compared SLDC’s performance to national trends and commented 

on it elsewhere.  

 

h.4 The ultimate measure of management effectiveness are the yearly trading accounts, 

but a few simple-to-administer monthly and quarterly performance indices are 

desirable to track improvements in key areas.  

 

Currently there is no PM in place for the SLDC service so these need to be introduced. 

We recommend this selection: 

 

 

Monthly:  Footfall      Quarterly:  Total income 

 

Monthly:  Occupancy  and   Quarterly:  Total costs 

 

Monthly:  Overtime costs    Quarterly:  Energy costs 

 

Monthly:  Accrued arrears    Quarterly:  Waste costs  

 

and 

 

Annual:  Gross trading surplus before asset charges and central support charges 

 

Annual:  Transfers to the general fund i.e. asset and central support charges 

 
 

h.5 The function of Performance Measurement is to demonstrate trends over time and 

stepped change improvement. This is best done by illustrative graphs as per the 

previous examples. Most of these can be derived directly from the trading accounts 

once they have been tabulated as per the previous table. Results should be displayed 

with a commentary as per the previous examples, and once a year all the results should 

be included within an annual review of the markets business plan. 



 

I. OPTIONS FOR SERVICE DELIVERY 

 
 

i.1 Having identified the potential to improve the service revenue line by staging 

additional summer-season markets we considered whether the opportunity to develop 

the service should be retained in-house or whether it should form part of a partial or 

entire outsourcing of the markets service. We undertook the “commercial” appraisal of 

the accounts outlined before (on the same basis as any investor willing to buy-into a 

business) and considered various strategies for delivery as alternatives to direct 

provision by SLDC. 

 

i.2 From experience, the complete outsourcing of a markets service is usually undertaken 

when either the service is losing money hand over fist, the Council wishes to remove 

accounting provisions by removing future capital liabilities (e.g. removal of asbestos) 

or the Council is cash-strapped and needs to sell-off an asset to raise capital. None of 

these applies in this instance so there is prima facie no necessity for a full outsourcing, 

but other considerations may be relevant. 

 

i.3 We estimate that the capital cost to develop the new tourism markets would be modest 

but believe existing staff would be overstretched to establish these new venues and 

implement the administrative improvements outlined elsewhere. This would leave the 

option of either supplying further staff etc resources from within central services or 

engaging with an external partner to do so. We were less concerned with subsequent 

costs of administering the new venues as they can be modest i.e. a single Markets 

officer collecting tolls at all sites per day. The alternative arrangement of financial 

partnering may be desirable if  a partner can be identified to inject both capital and 

management into the new venture and then share receipts on a profit-share basis.  

 

i.4 To some extent the Council can still afford to be choosy about partners as the service 

shows a modest profit, but on the basis that SLDC wishes to offload development risk 

whilst retaining core income from the existing 6-site operation we took confidential 

soundings from potential partners in the public and private sector on two bases - either 

a contract to establish the new venues in isolation or a complete outsourcing of the 

whole markets operation including that opportunity.  

 
 



 

 

 

i.5 There are relatively few (probably half a dozen) credible Market operation companies 

in the UK capable of taking on the whole SLDC operation but we made confidential 

enquiries with four who are well-known to us. Our concern was that they would seek 

to “cherry-pick” the best assets with the lowest requirement for capital investment (i.e. 

the street markets) and be discouraged by the liability of assuming repairing etc 

responsibility for the Market halls at Kendal and Ulverston. Their strong initial 

interest started to dissolve rather quickly once we described the scope of the 

outsourcing and two turned the opportunity down based on the modest level of trading 

profits and their reluctance to accept TUPE staff transfers, repairing liabilities and 

capital injection requirements. That would be less than the overarching solution for the 

entire SLDC operation that is needed. 

 

Two possibilities still remained - both well-known in the industry and working in the 

region at present - but our experience is that strong interest does not necessarily 

convert into strong partnerships. We discussed a competitive tender for a turnover-

based profit-share within a set of qualitative criteria to maintain performance 

standards but we remain cautious of their interest because experience suggests their 

promises of capital injection and maintaining quality standards are often not met. 

Experience also suggests a complete transfer might be challenged by Traders, whilst 

the new owner is likely to pour most of his efforts into developing the new low-cost / 

high-return seasonal venues rather than preserving established Market halls.  

 

Based on discussions with private sector operators we consider it unlikely that private 

operators would acquire all of the SLDC markets service. They would only be 

interested in acquiring the existing open markets and developing the new tourist 

markets. This would not match SLDC’s requirements so this is not a preferred option. 

 

i.6 We then considered service-sharing with other public sector partners: two adjacent 

Council-owned market authorities and the publicly-owned market operating company 

“Made in Cumbria.” Sharing services has been entered into before by SLDC through 

their contracting-out arrangements with Norfolk Property Services and would 

probably have the advantage of avoiding external tendering or OJEU procurement 

because delivery would remain within the public sector.  

 



 

 

But of the two adjacent authorities it became apparent that one already has significant 

problems running it’s existing markets service and has little appetite for expansion and 

the other was keen to partner but only on two venues close to it’s boundary. Neither 

was keen on injecting capital into the new business development venture.  
 

We concluded that SLDC should not allow itself to be left with a “rump” of markets 

and overheads that could not be shared with other, adjacent, authorities. This would 

not be the overarching solution that is desirable. 

 

i.7 The remaining public sector partner we considered was “Made in Cumbria.” This is 

owned by Cumbria County Council and already operates a large number of markets 

across the region. Contrary to expectations we learnt that it’s operations are not 

restricted to farmers markets and it is keen to develop it’s “Arts and Crafts” traders. It 

has an established operational infrastructure and most important of all an established 

list of traders wishing to stand on it’s markets. Informal discussions suggested it 

would be interested in partnering SLDC on both the new seasonal tourist markets and 

possibly the existing SLDC open markets, but would not be interested in taking on 

either the SLDC market halls or the service a whole. That did not come as a surprise. 

Our discussions were straightforward and businesslike and gave us some confidence 

they would make a good joint venture partner. 

 

 The benefits of such a partnership would be more than financial. Made in Cumbria has 

an established trader circuit and marketing network. Hopefully a trader on one of their 

existing Farmers Markets or one of the new seasonal markets will outgrow their 

seasonal trade and need an all-year-round stall, either on an SLDC street market or in 

an SLDC Market hall as MIC do not provide such a facility. Developing a partnership 

with MIC will create opportunities to exchange and develop traders and in due course 

might lead to other cost-sharing exercises for the whole of the SLDC markets service. 

 

On the basis of confidential enquiries we have provisionally identified Made in 

Cumbria as a preferred joint venture partner, but only for the new ventures and 

possibly the existing open markets.  

 
 

 



 

i.8 Finally we considered the “fall-back” position of retaining the entire service in-house 

but improving it’s efficiency of delivery. We considered various legal vehicles that 

would facilitate this such as the transfer of assets into an Arms-length Management 

Company (“ALMCO”) or a Management Trust. 

 

Experience suggests that establishing such vehicles is a complex process not justified 

by the current modest level of turnover and trading profits. From observation there 

are well-established (if under-resourced) management procedures in place, so subject 

to the improvements proposed elsewhere -  adoption of trading accounts and the ring-

fencing of budgets etc – we believe it is not necessary to use them.  

 

i.9 In conclusion: 
 

Our overall concern has been to find a method to expand the service revenue line by 

developing new, seasonal, tourist-based markets without increasing operating cost or 

major capital injection from SLDC.  

 

Based upon our concerns about private sector outsourcing (and the complexity of 

OJEU etc tendering that might be involved) we would not wish SLDC to go down the 

private operator route until it has exhausted the possibility of partnering with another 

public sector body. The obvious candidate with the management infrastructure and 

network of traders in the SLDC area is “Made in Cumbria.”  

 

We recommend that a partnership is developed with Made in Cumbria to stage new, 

seasonal tourist markets on the basis that they provide the necessary capital 

equipment and staffing, but proceeds are divided on a profit-share basis. This may be 

extended to encompass the existing SLDC open markets if this initial partnership 

proves successful. The SLDC management resources freed up by this partnership 

should be supplemented by administrative improvements as outlined elsewhere and re-

applied to running the MIC partnership and the Ulverston and Kendal Market Halls.  

 

This low-risk strategy is appropriate to the current climate of investor caution. It is 

appropriate that the service sits within the Regeneration and Housing Directorate but 

must be properly-resourced to deliver the management and improvements. 



APPENDIX 1:     CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF TRADERS 

 

These are suggested criteria for management to take into account when considering the 

allocation of stalls, particularly those to be allocated on concessionary terms to secure a 

particularly desirable use. Traders should be expected to demonstrate an awareness of - if not 

proposals for - most of the following issues: 

 

Business Development 

Whether it is an established business 

If they can provide any references or trading accounts 

A clear description of their proposed product lines 

An awareness of current trends in retailing and competition to their business 

Previous level of experience in this product line, and retailing in general 

Any formal training or skills in this product line 

Knowledge of any statutory legislation affecting their business e.g food safety 

A clear vision for the future of their business 

 

Financial Administration: 

How they intend to cover their start-up costs and secure working capital 

A strategy for buying stock that enables trading margins to be maintained.   

Additional skills that enable them to create further value-added at the point of sale 

An understanding of the need to plan for and reinvest in their business. 

How they intend develop their business e.g. by expansion, diversification or specialisation.  

Proposals for direct marketing and promotion of their business outside the market 

Proposals to take credit / debit cards and / or web-based sales 

Details of product lines they may wish to introduce in the future. 

 

Quality Control: 

An awareness of the importance of product quality and presentation 

An understanding of the NMTF Shoppers Charter 

An understanding of trading standards legislation 

Any proposals for additional customer care policies. 

Proposals for staff training and development 

 

Track Record: 

An ability to demonstrate a good payments history 

A willingness to pay by direct debit or standing order 

Proposals for incorporation and / or VAT registration 

An understanding of the implications of VAT registration  



APPENDIX 2:     TARGET USER-MIX FOR MARKET HALLS 

 

This list is indicative of the range of uses one would wish to see on the ground floor sales area of a multi-

let Market Hall. Such uses rely upon the high level of footfall enjoyed by the ground floor – they would 

not all work at the first (or in a basement) except under exceptional circumstances. Uses at first floor in a 

multi-let Market Hall are generally more service / office-oriented and restricted in variety. We 

recommend this list is used to assess the existing user-mix and identify missing uses to improve variety 

and enhance the offer to shoppers. 

   

 

LICENSED: 

Post Office 

Pharmacy 

Dry cleaning 

Photo / copy / print shop 

Doctors Surgery 

ATM's / Cashpoints 

Opticians 

Off Licence 

Wines & Spirits 

Betting Shop 

 

FRESH PRODUCE 

Fishmonger / European / Continental 

Shellfish / Food Sales 

Mutton / Goat / West Indian meat 

Butcher 

Poultry 

Game 

 

CATERING / FAST FOODS 

Coffee Shop / Cafe 

Sandwich Bar / Salad Bar 

Shellfish Stall 

Fish & Chips / Burgers / Hotdogs / Fried 

Chicken 

Soft Drinks / Ice Cream / Candyfloss / Popcorn 

 

 

FRUIT & VEGETABLES: 

Greengrocer / Ethnic 

Nuts / Vegetarian 

 

DAIRY: 

Cheese / Eggs / Yoghurts / Dairy produce 

Ice Cream / Popcorn / Candyfloss /Soft Drinks / 

Ice Cream Cakes 

 

PRESERVED FOODS: 

Confectionery / Sweets 

W.I. Stall 

Bakery / Finishing Bakery 

Patisserie / Cakes 

Delicatessen 

Cooked Meats & Pies 

Curry Shop Ingredients / Preserves / Pickles 

 

HEALTH, BEAUTY & FITNESS: 

 

Ladies Hairdressers / Manicurist 

Health Foods / Vitamins / Supplements 

Fitness Equipment / Exercise Clothing 

Body Piercing / False Nails 

Beauticians / Waxing 

Tattooist 

 

 



NON-FOOD: 

Pet Supplies / Pet Foods / Fish / Birds / 

Accessories 

Nurseryman / Seedsman / Pot  Plants / Garden  

Newsagents / Magazines / Cards / Paperbacks 

WI stall 

Fishing Tackle 

Bicycles / Accessories 

Glassware  / Trophys 

 

Cigarettes / Tobacconist / Smokers Needs 

Stationery / Copying / Print Shop 

Framed Prints / Pictures / Posters 

Ethnic / Artefacts / Clothing / Decorations 

Records / Videos / Computer Games 

Hardware / Kitchen Utensils / Pans / Cutlery 

Cut & Dried Flowers / Bouquets / Tributes 

Glassware / Trophys / Engraving 

Football Kit / Regalia / Equipment 

 

Costume Jewellery / Fashion Accessories 

Ladieswear / Menswear / Sportswear / Clubwear  

Partywear / Fancy Goods / Jokes 

Shoes / Leather Goods / Belts / Gloves / Coats 

Shoe Repairs / Engraving / Keycutting 

Handbags / Suitcases 

Haberdashery / Lingerie / Hosiery 

Drapery / Fabrics / Materials / Thread 

 

 

Sewing / Knitting Materials 

Curtains / Drapes / Nets 

Toiletries / Cosmetics / Shampoos / Soaps 

Mother & Child / Clothing / Baby Accessories  

Toys / Games / Models / Art / Hobbies 

Hardware / DIY 

Car Acessories / Cleaning / Parts  

Household / Cleaning / Polishes / Brushes  

 

Dry Cleaning Agency / Tailoring Repairs  

Watches / Repairs / Watch Batteries 

Small Electrical / Lighting / Vacuum / Bulbs 

Antiques / BricaBrac / Book Exchange 

Catalogue Seconds / Rebuilt Small Electrical 

Brown Goods / Radio / Computer / Software 

Mobile Phones / Communications 

Glassware / Giftware / Table Decorations 

Decorating / Paint / Wallpaper / Fabrics 

Carpets / Rugs / Vinyl Floorcoverings 

Towels / Sheets / Duvets / Bedding / Pillowcases 

 

 

 



APPENDIX 3:      TARGET USER-MIX FOR OPEN MARKETS  
 

 

The list below is indicative of a range of permitted sales lines a Market Operator would wish to see on 

a successful open i.e outdoor market with a good “balance of trades.” Each trader is allowed to sell 

only those goods defined by the permitted user clause within their occupational agreement but the 

number of traders to whom the same permitted use is granted will be a subjective judgement by the 

operator intended to encourage comparison-shopping between stalls. Comparison-shopping 

encourages high levels of footfall and creates passing sales opportunities for all other stallholders. 

 

FRESH PRODUCE: 

Greengrocery: European / ethnic 

Fruiterer: European / ethnic 

Vegetarian: Nuts / vegan / organic 

Butchery: European / halal / kosher 

Poulterer / game merchant 

Fishmonger / shellfish 

Delicatessen / cooked meats 

Organics / GM-free / health foods / vitamins 

Milk / ice cream / yoghurts / cheese / eggs 

 

PRESERVES: 

Bakery / patisserie / cakes 

Confectionery / sweets / soft drinks 

Ingredients / preserves / pickles 

 

CATERING: 

Café / coffee shop 

Fish & chips / kebab / fried chicken 

Mobile catering: doughnut / potato stall 

 

NON - FOOD: 

Ladieswear / menswear / sportswear / clubwear 

Sporting kit / regalia / equipment 

CD’s / DVD’s / musical instruments 

Lottery / charity stall 

CNT: Confectioner / newsagent / tobacconist  

Ladies hairdresser / manicurist 

Key cutting / watch repairs / batteries 

 

 

Gents barber 

Mobile phones / computer games / PC  

Shoes / leather goods / belts / gloves / coats 

Drapery / fabrics / textiles 

Towels / sheets / duvets / bedding 

Ethnic and costume jewellery 

Toiletries / cosmetics / fashion accessories 

Mother & child / clothing / accessories & food 

Haberdashery / lingerie / hosiery / sewing 

Handbags / suitcases / travel goods 

Kitchen utensils / crockery / cutlery 

Tools / hardware / DIY 

Pet Supplies / pet foods and accessories 

Nurseryman / seedsman  / gardening 

Ethnic artefacts / decorations / pictures 

Toys / board games / models / art / hobbies 

Glassware / trophies / table decorations 

Fancy goods / giftware / party jokes 

Cut flowers / bouquets / floral tributes 

Small electrical / vacuum / cleaning 

Antiques / bric a brac / book exchange 

Decorating / paint / wallpaper 

Carpets / rugs / vinyl floorcoverings 

Bicycles / car accessories / cleaning 

Stationery / copying / photo and print shop 

Tailoring alterations / repairs / cleaning agency 

Shoe repairs / engraving 

Demmers and seasonal promotions 



 

APPENDIX 4:      DRAFT STATEMENT OF MANAGEMENT POLICY 

 

A. Background 

 

a.1 [          ] Market is owned and managed by South Lakeland District Council and 

occupied by Traders on licences. Each licence to occupy a stall contains a Permitted 

User Clause i.e. a description of the type of products that can be sold upon that stall. 

This permitted user clause is specific to the stall and not personal to the licensee. Any 

Trader can apply for a change in their permitted user clause at any time and any stalls 

that become vacant are re-let with a specified user clause. The sale of products not 

falling within the permitted user clause is a breach of the occupational agreement and 

is likely to lead to enforcement action by the Landlords.  The permitted user clause 

system is used to secure the optimum Tenant Mix for the Market. 

 

a.2 Control over permitted User Clauses is applied by the Landlords to all applications for 

stalls or for a change of permitted use by an existing Trader.  This document has been 

prepared to provide a written policy statement on the policy objectives and to illustrate 

a means of application of the user clause policy. 

 

B Management policy objectives 

 

b.1 Exercising control over the number of Traders within a Market Hall and the range of 

products they sell is good estate management practice in any multi-let retail scheme - 

whether a Shopping Centre or a Market Hall. It ensures the Landlord avoids over-

reliance upon a limited number of user types and / or Traders which would adversely 

affect the value of his investment if demand for that use were to fall away. Spreading 

the risk across a wide range of uses and individual traders is therefore best practice. 

The permitted user clause policy is applied to maintain a wide variety of trades and 

substantial number of Traders within the Market and to avoid consolidation of stalls 

into either a limited number of permitted uses or occupational agreements. 

 

b.2 Controlling the variety of retail offer in a Market by controlling user clauses is used to 

encourage comparison-shopping between stalls and high levels of footfall to the 

benefit of all Traders.  



 

High levels of footfall create impulse purchase opportunities. A Market that has 

become dominated by a single use-type becomes a destination venue only and offers 

little attraction to the impulse-purchaser.  

 

b.3 The proprietor / operator nature of most businesses within a Market plays a valuable 

role in assisting start-up businesses and encouraging the growth of self-reliant small-

scale enterprise. This is consistent with the economic development and social-

inclusion policy objectives of the Council including those that encourage start-up 

businesses and employment for ethnic minorities, part-time, disabled or other 

disadvantaged groups.  The permitted user clause policy is applied to further these 

objectives by ensuring an appropriate supply of stalls is made available for new 

businesses.   

 

b.4 Some desirable uses are hard to attract into a Market either by virtue of their marginal 

viability or the initial cost of establishment. The Council reserves the right to offer 

time-limited exclusivity or financial concessions to attract new and un-represented 

lines. Trades currently un-represented on the Market may be given preferential 

treatment. 

 

b.5 The policy is intended to incentivise existing Traders to re-invest in and develop their 

businesses in anticipation of selling them on upon retirement. Re-investment improves 

the quality and range of product on offer to shoppers and so benefits the whole 

Market. Encouraging start-up businesses to “trade up” into existing businesses is a 

long-term objective.  

 

b.6 Over the course of time permitted user lines and their number alters as new goods 

become available. It is always open to a Trader to ask for an alteration i.e apply for a 

change of permitted use and the policy will be applied sympathetically.  

 

b.7 It is best practice for Landlords to encourage Traders to introduce new lines and 

maintain their competitive advantage i.e. “refresh” their offer. This will require them 

to apply for whatever change of use is necessary. Exclusivity for any line is contrary 

to the principle of comparison-shopping but time-limited exclusivity for such new 

lines may be offered if the new use is consistent with increasing variety of retail offer.  

 

 



 

C Application of management policy 

 

c.1 Permitted user-clauses are allocated by stall rather than Occupier and are non-personal 

and non-transferable.  

 

c.2 If a Trader already occupies several stalls with the same permitted user clause then 

when a vacant stall with the same permitted user becomes available  preference is 

generally given to a new Trader provided that he / she can demonstrate either an 

established trading record or a viable business plan. This is consistent with the 

management policy objective of encouraging new trades onto the market and creating 

demand for existing businesses.  

 

c.3 Permitted user clauses are generic to encourage Traders to introduce new lines. The  

tendency to over-specify permitted lines is resisted. The introduction of any new lines 

not permitted by a user clause will always remain subject to the Landlords approval.  

Traders are encouraged to seek out new lines and diversify into as many lines as 

possible within their permitted user clause. 

 

  The managements determination as to what represents a change requiring consent is  

absolute and is applied in the interests of good estate management for the markets 

service as a whole. 

 

D Allocation of vacant stalls 
 

d.1 Vacant stalls are openly advertised to all interested parties (including persons not 

represented on the Market) with a specified deadline for proposals. Lettings are by 

private treaty rather than by tender and the Landlords reserve the right not to accept 

the highest or indeed any offer.  When considering competing offers the Landlords 

have regard to all factors - not just the financial terms i.e. credible but unproven 

proposals that are likely encourage greater diversity of offer and footfall on the market 

are considered equally favourably to those from an established Trader with a good 

payment record but which fail to improve variety.  

 

d.2 In the event of multiple applications of equal merit then preference is given to the 

Trader most likely to encourage variety on the market and able to demonstrate a viable 

business plan. “Seniority” i.e time-served upon the market, or the length of time 



 

already spent upon a waiting list should be noted but should be a secondary 

consideration and not confer an automatic right to selection. 

 

E Application procedures: 

 

e.1 Vacant stalls are publicised as widely as possible with the permitted user clause 

specified. The location, size, rental, occupational agreement, permitted user clause, 

any special conditions and the closing date for offers are stated in the publicity and all 

applicants assured of confidentiality.   

 

Although applications are invited on the basis of a specified user clause all other uses 

are considered upon their individual merits. Applicants are invited to put forward 

alternative proposals for user clauses.  A list of preferred user types follows but this is 

for guidance purposes only and is not prescriptive. 

 

The Landlords decision is made within 7 days of the closing date and all applicants 

notified of the outcome with the intention of making the letting process as transparent 

as possible. The rental terms required are specified at the outset and offers above and 

beyond the advertised terms are not considered. 

 

e.2 Applications for a change of permitted use to an existing stall should be made in 

writing to the Market Manager describing the proposed lines to be sold. Such 

applications are kept strictly confidential and a written decision and reasons for that 

decision given by the Market Manager within 14 days.  

 

In the event that the applicant feels aggrieved with the Market Manager’s decision an 

appeal may be made in writing to the Property Manager of the Council within 14 days 

of the initial decision. This should clearly state the grounds for the appeal, and if 

justifiable reasons are given then the appellant should be offered the option of 

submitting written representations or having a personal hearing (supported by 

whatever evidence or representation the appellant wishes to present) with the Property 

Manager or his nominee within 28 days,.  A written decision on this appeal should 

then be made within a further 14 days, and this final decision shall be binding.  

 

The policy statement forms part of the management regulations and the occupational 

agreements. 



 

COPYRIGHT AND CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT 

 

 

This report provides an objective analysis of the existing markets service of South Lakeland District 

Council and suggests proposals for improvement based upon proven business planning principles. It is 

offered subject to such further investigation, consultation and legal advice as the Client may deem 

appropriate. 

 

This report has been based upon original research undertaken by Quarterbridge Project Management 

Ltd and it's scope is restricted to South Lakeland markets. Although mention may be made of markets 

elsewhere this is for general information and comparison purposes only. The research included various 

site visits and inspections on trading and non-trading days and consultation interviews with Council 

Officers and staff, market traders and local regional and national organisations with an interest in 

markets from both the public and private sectors. Wherever possible consultation took the form of 

personal interviews and all consultees were promised confidentiality unless they requested otherwise. 

 

Quarterbridge has not conducted a structural, services or measured survey of any subject premises nor 

investigated to determine any outstanding wants of repair, contingent liabilities or deleterious 

materials. Supporting information has been checked for accuracy as far as practical within the 

available timescale. Financial and legal information has been supplied to our request and has been 

assumed to be both accurate and comprehensive. The scope of instructions did not extend to the 

preparation of a due diligence report or a formal audit of the accounts or valuation of the assets 

therefore this report cannot be relied upon as such. 

 

This document has been prepared in accordance with the Quarterbridge standard Client confidentiality 

agreement and for the sole use of the Client as a basis for informed discussion and decision-making. 

As such it's contents are confidential between the authors and the Client and shall not be released to 

any third party or any reliance placed upon same in connection with a legal agreement with any third 

party except with the specific prior approval of and upon such terms and conditions as the authors may 

require. A royalty-free personal licence for it's use is hereby granted to the Client but copyright 

remains with the authors who assert their right to same. Because of it's commercially-confidential 

contents the authors consider this report to be exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of 

Information etc. Act. All information collected is held in accordance with the provisions of the Data 

Protection etc Act. 

 

Quarterbridge Project Management Ltd 2008 

 

 




